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We study a class of generalized equations which includes as a special case
various classes of quasi variational inequalities introduced by Noor, Isac, Siddiqi,
and Ansari. Such problems occur in mathematical programming and in various
other branches of pure and applied mathematics. We also propose two iterative
schemes for the numerical solution of the problems considered. Q 1998 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Generalized equations are mathematical problems stated in terms of
 .inclusions instead of equalities . They were first studied systematically by
w xRobinson 19 , especially within the context of variational inequalities.
In this paper we will study the generalized equation
A u y T u q g w u y m u 2 0, 1.1 .  .  .  .  . .
where A, T , g, and m are continuous mappings from a Hilbert space H
into itself and g is a maximal monotone subset of H = H. This means that
g is a non-empty subset of H = H which is monotone in the sense that
w x w xx , y g g and x , y g g « y y y , x y x G 0, .1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1
and which is not contained in any larger monotone subset of H = H. Here
 . w x  .and in the sequel we regard the statements x, y g g, g x 2 y, and
 .y g g x as synonymous.
n  .  .  .  4If H s R , and g x , . . . , x s g x = ??? = g x , where g s 0 =1 n 1 1 n n i
 x  .  4  .y`, 0 j 0, ` = 0 , then 1.1 becomes the generalized complementar-
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ity problem
A u , . . . , u y T u , . . . , u G 0, .  .i 1 n i 1 n
w u , . . . , u y m u , . . . , u G 0, i s 1, . . . , n , .  .i 1 n i 1 n
n
A u , . . . , u y T u , . . . , u w u , . . . , u y m u , . . . , u .  .  .  . .  . i 1 n i 1 n i 1 n i 1 n
is1
s 0. 1.2 .
This problem has important applications in economics equilibrium theory
 w x.and operations research cf. 3 .
w xA well known example 7 of a maximal monotone operator is the
subgradient ­f of a proper lower semicontinuous convex function f :
 xH ¬ y`, ` , defined as
­f ¨ s z g H : f ¨ F f x q z , ¨ y x ; x g H . 4 .  .  .  .
 .Letting g s ­f in 1.1 we obtain the problem of finding u g H such that
A u y T u q ­f w u y m u 2 0. 1.3 .  .  .  .  . .
This is a general strongly nonlinear quasi¨ ariational inequality of the type
w xstudied in Uko 25 .
w xIt is well known 2, 20 that there exist maximal monotone operators
which are not subgradients of lower semicontinuous proper convex func-
 .  .tions. Therefore problem 1.1 is more general than problem 1.3 .
 .If in 1.3 we let f be the indicator function of a non-empty closed
convex set K in H, defined in the form
0 if ¨ g K
f ¨ s .  ` otherwise,
 .  .  .then 1.3 becomes the problem of finding u g H such that w u y m u
g K and
A u y T u , w u y ¨ F 0 ;¨ g m u q K . 1.4 .  .  .  .  . .
This is a general strongly nonlinear ¨ariational inequality of the type intro-
w xduced by Siddiqi and Ansari 21 .
 .If in 1.4 we take m s 0 and let w be the identity map we obtain the
w xstrongly nonlinear ¨ariational inequality considered by Noor 8 . Taking
 .T s m s 0 in 1.3 we obtain the general ¨ariational inequality studied by
w x w xNoor 10 and Isac 5 . Taking T s m s 0 and letting w be the identity in
 .1.4 we recover the original variational inequality introduced in the early
w xsixties by Stampacchia 24 . Similarly, by choosing w, m, T , and A
wappropriately, we can recover all the problems studied in the papers 5,
x8]17, 21]23 .
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 .Thus the generalized equation 1.1 unifies a large class of problems that
have appeared in the literature. In spite of this enlarged scope, we will give
 .  .some results for the problem 1.1 which, when applied to problems 1.3
 .and 1.4 , yield the existence of a unique solution under conditions which
w xare less restrictive than the conditions employed in 5, 8]17, 21]23 .
2. THE MAIN RESULTS
 w x.It is well known cf. 2, 7 that if g is a maximal monotone subset of H,
 .y1then for every m ) 0, the resolvent P s I q m g is a well-definedm
single-valued non-expansive operator mapping H into itself. By using
 .these resolvents it is possible to convert the inclusion 1.1 into an
equivalent equation which is easier to handle. To do this, we multiply all
 .  .  .the terms in 1.1 with some m ) 0 and add w u y m u . We obtain
w u y m u q m g w u y m u .  .  .  . .
2 w u y m u y m A u q mT u . .  .  .  .
 .Therefore we can write 1.1 in the equivalent form
w u s m u q P w u y m u y m A u q mT u . 2.1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .m
We now use this formulation to obtain two existence results for problem
 .1.1 .
THEOREM 1. Suppose that there exist positi¨ e constants d, L, c, M, a ,
and b such that
5 5w x y w y F L x y y 2.2 .  .  .
5 5 2w x y w y , x y y G d x y y 2.3 .  .  . .
5 5 2A x y A y , x y y G c x y y 2.4 .  .  . .
5 5A x y A y F M x y y 2.5 .  .  .
5 5T x y T y F a x y y 2.6 .  .  .
5 5m x y m y F b x y y , ; x , y g H 2.7 .  .  .
c ) sa 2.8 .
M ) a 2.9 .
d ) gb , 2.10 .
L ) b , 2.11 .
2g q s - 1, 2.12 .
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2 2 2 2 2 2where g s bdrL q 1 y d rL 1 y b rL , and s s acrM q’
2 2 2 2  .1 y c rM 1 y a rM . Then 1.1 has a unique solution.’
 .Proof. If we multiply in 2.1 with l, add u to both sides of the
equation, and rearrange, we obtain
u s u y lw u q lm u q lP w u y m u y m A u q mT u . .  .  .  .  .  .m
 .This shows that u solves 2.1 if and only if it is a fixed point of the
operator
S ¨ s ¨ y lw ¨ q lm ¨ .  .  .m , l
q lP w ¨ y m ¨ y m A ¨ q mT ¨ , .  .  .  .m
where m and l are fixed positive parameters.
 .  .On using 2.2 ] 2.7 and the fact that P is non-expansive, we obtainm
S x y S y .  .m , l m , l
F x y y y lw x q lw y q 2l m x y m y .  .  .  .
q lw x y lw y y x q y q x y y y ml A x q ml A y .  .  .  .
qml T x y T y .  .
F 2 x y y y lw x q lw y q 2l m x y m y .  .  .  .
q x y y y ml A x q ml A y q ml T x y T y .  .  .  .
2 2 2 2 2’ 5 5’F 2lbqmlaq2 1y2ldqL l q 1y2mlcqM l m x y y
5 5' s m , l x y y , ; x , y g H . .
 .It is easy to verify that the expression on the left hand side of 2.12
 .is the minimum value of s m, l , which is attained at the point l s0
 .  2 2 .  .  2 2 .d y bg r L y b , and m s c y as rl M y a . Conditions0 0
 .  .2.8 ] 2.10 ensure that m ) 0, l ) 0, and that s and g are well0 0
defined.
 .Condition 2.12 ensures that S is a strict contraction mapping, som , l0 0
that the conclusion of the theorem follows from Banach's contraction
mapping principle.
w xRemark. We can recover Theorem 1 of 25 from this result by taking g
as the subgradient of a proper lower-semicontinuous convex function, and
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 .observing that 2.12 is equivalent to the more complicated inequality
2 2 2 2 2 22b d d d y b a c c c y a
y y q y y(( 2 2 2 2 2 2L L M ML L y b M M y a
2 2 2 2M y c L y d
q q 2 - 1.( (2 2 2 2M y a L y b
2 2 2 2 .Condition 2.9 implies that 1 y c rM 1 y a rM - 1 y’
acrM 2, and hence that 0 F s - 1. In a similar way, we deduce
 .the inequality 0 F g - 1 from 2.11 and the inequality
2 2 2 2 2  .  .1 y d rL 1 y b rL - 1 y bdrL . Therefore 2.8 and 2.10 are’
w xweaker than the conditions c ) a and d ) b which are employed in 25
w xand in the papers 5, 8]17, 21]23 .
 .  .THEOREM 2. Suppose that 2.2 ] 2.9 hold and that
L q d ) 2b , 2.13 .
u q s - d2rL2 , 2.14 .
22 2 2 2where u s 2 dbrL q 1 y d rL 1 y 2b y d rL , and s is de- .’
 .fined in Theorem 1. Then problem 1.1 has a unique solution.
 .  .Proof. It follows from 2.2 and 2.3 that w is invertible. Therefore, for
every m ) 0, we can define an operator B implicitly by the equationm
w B ¨ s m ¨ q P w ¨ y m ¨ y m A ¨ q mT ¨ . .  .  .  .  .  . .m m
 .  .Then it is evident from 2.1 that u solves 1.1 if and only if it is a fixed
point of B .m
For any x, y g H, we have
w B x s m x q P w x y m x y m A x q mT x .  .  .  .  .  . .m m
w B y s m y q P w y y m y y m A y q mT y . .  .  .  .  .  . .m m
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 .  .Subtracting, taking scalar products with B x y B y , and usingm m
 .  .2.2 ] 2.7 , we obtain
d B x y B y .  .m m
F m x y m y q P w x y m x y m A x q mT x .  .  .  .  .  .m
yP w y y m y y m A y q mT y .  .  .  .m
F m x y m y q w x y w y y m x q m y y m A x .  .  .  .  .  .  .
qm A y q mT x y mT y .  .  .
F 2 m x y m y q m T x y T y .  .  .  .
1 1
q w x y w y y x q y .  .
l l
1 1
q x y y y m A x q m A y .  .
l l
1 1
2 2 2 2 2’ ’F 2b q ma q 1 y 2ld q L l q 1 y 2lmc q M l m
l l
5 5= x y y .
 .B will be a contraction map if we choose the parameters l, m in suchm
a way that
2 2 2 2 2’ ’b m , l ' 2byd lqmlaq 1y2ldqL l q 1y2lmcqM l m .  .
- 0.
 .It is easy to verify that the function b m, l assumes its minimum at the
point
22 2d L d y 2b y d . .
l s 1 q 1 y ,1 2 2) 2 2L d L y 2b y d . .
c y as
m s1 2 2l M y a .1
and that the minimum value is given by u q s y d2rL2.
 .  .  .Conditions 2.8 , 2.9 , and 2.13 ensure that m ) 0, l ) 0, and that s1 1
 .  .and g are well defined. Condition 2.14 simply states that b m , l - 0.1 1
Therefore, by taking m s m and l s l , we see that B is a strict1 1 m1
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contraction mapping. The final conclusion therefore follows from the
contraction mapping principle.
Remark. If g is the identity operator and T is a constant map, while
 .m x s 0 ; x g H, then we can take L s 1, d s 1, and b s a s 0. In this
case Theorems 1 and 2 reduce to the nonlinear version of the
w x  w x.Lions]Stampacchia theorem 24 cf. 1, Theorem 3.5 .
w x  .The papers 5, 8]17, 21]23 reformulate problem 1.3 as the fixed-point
problem
u s S u , .m , 1
 .where S u is defined in the proof of Theorem 1. The Lipschitz estimatem, 1
5 5S x y S y F s m , 1 x y y .  .  .m , 1 m , 1
 .is obtained, where s m, 1 is defined as in the proof of Theorem 1. An
attempt is then made to make S a contraction map by imposing them, 1
condition
2 2 2’ ’2b q ma q 2 1 y 2 d q L q 1 y 2mc q M m - 1. 2.15 .
 .It is easy to see that s defined in Theorem 1 is the minimum value of
the function
2 2’m ¬ ma q 1 y 2mc q M m .
 .Therefore the best possible condition of the form 2.15 is the inequality
2’s q 2b q 2 1 y 2 d q L - 1.
 .Since g defined in Theorem 1 is the minimum value of the function
2 2’l ¬ lb q 1 y 2ld q L l ,
2 2  .and u y d rL defined in Theorem 2 is the minimum value of the
function
2 2’l ¬ l 2b y d q 1 y 2ld q L l , .
 .  .it is clear that the conditions 2.12 and 2.14 employed in the present
wpaper are weaker than the conditions employed in the papers 5, 8]17,
x21]23 .
 .In addition, there are situations in which the solvability of problem 1.1
can be deduced from Theorem 2 but not from Theorem 1 or}a
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w xpriori}from the papers 5, 8]17, 21]23 . Such is the case, for instance,
when a s 0.05, b s 0.005, d s 0.9, L s 0.99, c s 0.9, and M s 1.1.
3. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION
 .  .  .  .Let m , l , m , l , S , B , s m, l , and b m, l be defined as in0 0 1 1 m , l m
the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. Because of the contraction mapping
principle, it is evident that if the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 hold
 .respectively then the sequences defined inductively as
u s S u , k s 0, 1, . . . 3.1 .  .kq1 m , l k
u s B u , k s 0, 1, . . . 3.2 .  .kq1 m k
 .  .converge respectively to the unique solution of 1.1 , for appropriate
choices of the parameters m and l.
2 2’The inequalities d F L and 1 y 1 y 2ld q l L F dl show that if
 .  .s m, l - 1, then b m, l - 0. This means that it is easier to make B am
 .contraction map than to make S one, and suggests that scheme 3.2 ism, l
 .  .more likely to converge than scheme 3.1 . Unfortunately, scheme 3.2
requires the inversion of the function w and would be difficult to imple-
ment, unless w happens to be linear or to have a special structure.
It follows from the remarks in the previous paragraph that if the
 .  .hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold and we set m, l s m , l then both0 0
 .  .3.1 and 3.2 converge. However, this does not imply that Theorem 2
 .contains Theorem 1, since the scalar-valued function b m, l could fail to
have admissible minimum points belonging to the positive quadrant of
2 .  .R even when s m, l does have one.
 .  .The parameters m , l and m , l employed in the proofs of Theo-0 0 1 1
rems 1 and 2 are computed from the constants c, M, L, d, a , and b
whose exact values are not usually available. However, when crude esti-
mates of these constants are known it is often possible to compute some
 .  .  .  .m, l sufficiently close to m , l or m , l to satisfy either s m, l - 10 0 1 1
 .  .  .or b m, l - 0. In this case at least one of the schemes in 3.1 ] 3.2
would be convergent.
 .  .In order to solve concrete problems with the iterative schemes 3.1 ] 3.2
we also require an algorithm for computing the resolvent operators value
 .  .y1 .P x s I q m g x for every given x g H. Although no such algo-m
rithm is known for the general maximal monotone operator, the relevant
algorithms are known for the most common operators that occur in
applications.
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 .For instance, in the generalized complementarity problem 1.2 , it is easy
to verify that the relevant resolvents are given by the expression
 .  q q.P x , . . . , x s x , . . . , x .m 1 n 1 n
When g s ­f, where f is the indicator function of a non-empty closed
 wconvex set K, the resolvents P are independent of m and coincide cf. 25,m
x.Lemma 4.1 with the orthogonal projection onto the convex set K.
Explicit expressions for such projections can be given in many cases for
.instance, whenever K happens to be a polyhedral set .
In applications one often encounters maximal monotone operators of
 . 5 5.the form g s ­f, where f ¨ s c ¨ , where c is a scalar lower semi-
 .continuous convex function having c 0 as its global minimum. The
following result gives a formula for the resolvents of such operators.
THEOREM 3. Let g be a maximal monotone operator of the type described
 .y1 in the pre¨ious paragraph, and let P s I q m­f and Q s I qm m
.y1m­c . Then for all x g H, we ha¨e
5 5 5 5 5 5xQ x r x if Q x ) 0 .  .m mP x s .m  0 otherwise.
5 5.  .  5 5.. 5 5.Proof. If Q x ) 0, then we have c 0 - c Q x F c x ,m m
5 5. 5 5which implies that x / 0. If we set x s xQ x r x , then we havem m
5 5 5 5.x s Q x . This implies thatm m
5 5 5 5 5 5x q m­c x 2 x , .m m
and hence that
5 5m x x xm m
5 5x q ­c x 2 s x . .m m5 5 5 5x xm m
 .This inclusion states that x q m­f x 2 x and shows, in this case, thatm m
 .P x s x .m m
5 5.Now, let Q x F 0, and let r be the convex function defined asm
1 2 . 5 5  .r ¨ s x y ¨ q mf ¨ , for all ¨ g H. On using the Schwarz inequal-2
ity, the definitions of the subgradient and the resolvent, and the minimality
 .of c 0 , we see that
1 2 1 25 5 5 5 5 5r ¨ s ¨ y ¨ , x q x q mc ¨ .  .  .2 2
1 2 1 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G ¨ y x ¨ q x2 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q mc Q x q x y Q x ¨ y Q x .  .  . .  .  .m m m
22 21 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G ¨ q x q mc 0 q Q x y Q x ¨ q x .  .  .  .m m2 2
1 25 5G x q mc 0 s r 0 . .  .2
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 .Therefore, r assumes its minimum value at 0. This shows that ­f 0 2 x,
 .and hence, that P x s 0. That completes the proof.m
This result reduces a resolvent problem of ­f to the resolvent problem
of the scalar maximal monotone operator ­c . Now, it is well known that
 .  .y1 .for any t g R, Q t s 1 q m­c t is the unique minimum of them
scalar convex function
1 2< <s ¬ s y t q mc s . .2
This minimum can be computed with one of the one-dimensional deriva-
w x tive-free minimization algorithms described in 18 for instance the Golden
.Search method . When c is a differentiable convex function we can
 .compute s s Q t by solving the scalar equationm
s q mc 9 s s t . 3.3 .  .
This computation is tractable and can be done with the Bisection method
or any of the other one-dimensional root-finding methods described in
w x18 .
 . < < P  .If we take c t s t rp with p G 1 , we obtain the convex function
 . 5 5. 5 5 pf ¨ s c ¨ s ¨ rp which occurs in many applications. When the
exponent p has value 3, 4, or 5, explicit expressions for the resolvent can
 .be obtained by solving Eq. 3.3 with Cardan's formula.
 . 5 5.If we take f ¨ s c ¨ , where
¡a t y h if t - h .1 1 1~0 if h - t - hc t s 3.4 .  .1 2¢a t y h if t ) h .2 2 2
 . for some h - h , and y` F a - 0 - a F ` , then it is easy to see cf.1 2 1 2
w x.26 that
t y ma if t - h q ma¡ 1 1 1
q q~Q t s . t q h y t y t y h if h q ma F t F h q ma .  .m 1 2 1 1 2 2¢t y ma if t ) h q ma .2 2 2
On choosing a s y` and a s `, this resolvent reduces to the simpler1 2
expression
q q
Q t s t q h y t y t y h . .  .  .m 1 2
 .In this case, the quasivariational inequality 1.3 coincides with the quasi-
 .variational inequality 1.4 corresponding to the abstract obstacle-type
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convex set
5 5K s x g H : h F x F h . 41 2
Further examples of maximal monotone operators with computable
w xresolvents can be found in 25, 26 .
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have considered a generalized equation which unifies
wvarious quasivariational inequalities previously studied by other authors 5,
x8]17, 21]23 . Our existence and uniqueness results are more general than
the previously published results and are proved under less restrictive
conditions.
We have also suggested two iterative schemes for the numerical solution
of the problems considered.
The resulting existence and approximation results are applicable to a
very large class of problems occurring in mathematical programming and
in various other branches of pure and applied mathematics. The fields of
application are vast and include the odd-order obstacle-type quasivaria-
w xtional inequalities described in 13]16 , the implicit quasivariational in-
w xequalities studied in 3 , and various types of free-boundary problems
w xstudied in 1 .
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